We study the perceived discrepancy between power conference and mid-major college football teams by examining outcomes of games when these teams face one another. We find that point spreads are set statistically irrationally in games where power conference teams play mid-major teams. We examine all regular season games from the 2002-2011 seasons and find power conference teams cover the spread in a majority of games when facing a mid-major team to an extent that results in profitability over a ten-year period. We find that consistently betting power conference teams will cover point spreads when facing mid-major teams results in a return of roughly 2.94% over these seasons. Taking into account Associated Press rankings, the size of point spreads, and the week of the season when games are played results in even greater profits.
Introduction
Division I Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) is considered the top level of college football. Within the FBS there is also a widely recognized classification between teams in power conferences and those in mid-major conferences. The conference champions from each of the six power conferences (ACC, Big Ten, Big 12, Big East, Pac 12, and SEC) receive automatic bids to participate in one of the prestigious Bowl Championship Series (BCS) bowls, while the champions from the remaining five mid-major conferences (C-USA, MAC, MWC, Sun Belt, and WAC) must receive an at large bid in order to play in a BCS bowl game.
Few people would argue that teams in mid-major conferences are superior in general to teams in power conferences, but the extent to which power conference teams are better than midmajor teams is discussed frequently by those who follow college football. In recent years several mid-major conference teams have played well enough in the regular season to warrant invitations to play in BCS bowl games. Their inclusion in these high-profile games has sparked much debate among sports journalists and the public regarding the level of play in power conferences versus mid-major conferences.
In this paper, we explore the validity of the perceived discrepancy between power conference and mid-major teams through comparison of point spreads in betting markets and outcomes of games when power conference and mid-major teams face one another. We also explore if a profitable betting strategy can be developed due to a biased view of the relative strength of power conference and mid-major teams in betting markets. We examine all regular season games from the 2002-2011seasons in which a team from a power conference played a team from a mid-major conference. We find that consistently betting power conference teams will beat the spread when playing mid-major teams results in a profit over the entire sample period. This implies the betting public systematically underestimates the disparity that exists between these two groups of teams and consistently over-bets teams from mid-major conferences, resulting in biased point spreads.
The finding of this profitable betting strategy suggests inefficiency in the NCAA football betting market. If this market was efficient, properly reflecting all available information, no chance to consistently profit would exist as points spread would be correct on average, and winning and losing bets on power conference and mid-major teams would be approximately equal in number. The concept of market efficiency also applies to capital markets and is hotly debated among economists, financiers, and other academics (Fama, 1998) . While it can difficult to judge the efficiency of financial markets, we can judge the efficiency of betting markets with much more certainty due to the quick processing of returns, well-defined wager structure and win/loss amounts, and concrete start/end dates of positions (Gandar, Zuber, & Dare, 2000) .
Two measures of market efficiency are commonly considered in betting markets: statistical rationality and opportunity for economic profitabilit A bettor must achieve a winning percentage of at least 52.38% to overcome the typical 10% commission charged by bookmakers on winning bets and therefore earn a profit (see Levitt, 2004 and Baryla et al., 2007) . Several studies have examined the statistical rationality and economic efficiency of major sports betting markets including the NFL (Gray & Gray) , NBA (Paul et al., 2004) , MLB (Brown & Abraham, 2002) , and NCAA football (Golec & Tamarkin, 1991) . A majority of these studies find the market examined is at least economically efficient with some authors concluding markets are statistically rational (Fair & Oster, 2007) . However, some authors have presented betting strategies that achieve systematic profits for a finite period of time. These profitable strategies are typically the result of minor market inefficiencies and tend to be short-lived as informed bettors identify the inefficiency and wager on the winning side of the bet, causing bookmakers to adjust lines to efficient levels (Sauer, 1998) . Our findings, conversely, persist in regard to line irrationality and opportunity for profit over a ten-year period.
Specifically, previous studies on the efficiency of the NCAA football betting market have generally found the market to be efficient. However, profitable strategies based upon home field advantage (Golec & Tamarkin, 1991) , large point spreads (Paul, Weinbach, & Weinbach, 2003) and other factors have been presented. While studies have shown evidence of economic inefficiencies, often the premise underlying the betting strategy is weak or unintuitive. Burkey (2005) describes how ex-post searches for profitability will definitely succeed if enough potential hypotheses are considered, particularly when the theoretical rationale for such strategies is undeveloped. We present evidence of economic inefficiency resulting from a logical bias in the NCAA football betting market. We find consistently betting power conference teams will cover point spreads when facing mid-major teams results in a return of roughly 3%. Our results improve somewhat further when accounting for the ranking of the power conference teams, the size of point spreads, and the week of the season.
Data and Methodology
We study the performance of NCAA FBS football teams over the [2002] [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] [2008] [2009] [2010] [2011] We first consider the accuracy of point spreads in college football games via the rationality tests established by Gandar et al. (1988) . This method estimates the regression parameters for the model:
Where Actual Point Differential represents the realized point differential of a game and Point Spread is the closing point spread handicappers assign to the contest. Jointly insignificant slope and intercept estimates indicate a forecast error with an expectation of zero, suggesting point spreads are efficient (rational). An F-test for joint significance, based on restricted values of  and , is used to evaluate the null hypothesis of rational spreads.
While the results of rationality tests serve as statistical evidence of efficiency of point spreads, the economic profitability of betting strategies is likely a more interesting question to most observers. Sports wagers are traditionally booked with a 10% commission charge. For example, a bet of $110 on Team A will be lost completely should Team B cover the spread, but will return only $100 should Team A prevail against the spread. 5 Given this dynamic, a bettor must win 52.38% of wagers in order to break even. Betting strategies are typically evaluated based on their performance relative to this threshold. The returns we report in this paper reflect the typical 10% commission.
After considering the performance of power conference and mid-major teams against the spread, we separate the sample based on whether the power conference team is ranked in the most recent AP poll. We also consider whether the level of spreads plays a predictive role in the economic performance of betting on power conference teams. We lastly consider whether our findings are driven by performance in the early weeks of a college football season. If this is the case, findings of profitability may not be indicative of conference status, but evidence of the greater divergence of opinions surrounding teams in the early portion of a season when the betting market has less information about the quality of teams.
Results
We initially examine the rationality of NCAA football point spreads by utilizing the regression methodology of Gandar et al. (1988) . In Panel A of Table 1 we estimate the regression model presented in equation (1) for three subsamples formed based on the number of power conference teams playing in a game.
[Insert Table 1] The subsamples of games with no power conference teams or both teams from a power conference display no statistical evidence of irrationality. However, the subsample of games with exactly one power conference team has an estimated slope coefficient of 1.055, which is significantly different than one at the 5% level. The F-test for significance of the null hypothesis that, jointly,  = 0 and  = 1 can be rejected at the 10% level. This serves as initial evidence that betting lines may be inefficient when a power conference team faces a mid-major team.
In Panel B of Table 1 we further segment the sample of games with one power conference team based on whether that power conference team is ranked in the most recent AP poll. The slope coefficient estimate of 1.077 is significantly different than one for the subsample with an unranked power conference team. The F-test for this subsample is significant at the 5%, indicative of irrationality. There is no evidence of inefficiency for the subsample of games with ranked power conference teams. These results suggest lines may be particularly misspecified when a game is of a lower profile, perhaps because bettors are not as apt to recognize the relative strength of the power conference team in a contest when it is not nationally recognized as elite.
In Panel C of Table 1 we consider whether rationality of spreads differs based on the nature of spreads relative to the power conference team. We are able to reject the rationality null hypothesis at the 5% level for the subset of games where the power conference team is favored, but not by a great amount (0-19.5 points).
Regression-style rationality tests of point spreads serve as one type of evidence regarding betting market inefficiency. However, outlier observations (e.g., a game where a team is favored to win by 10 points and actually loses by 30 points) can drive the slope and intercept estimates of the Gandar et al. (1988) model, suggesting inefficiency when chances to profit, via a systematic strategy, do not really exist. Bettors are interested in whether a strategy is profitable rather than if lines are statistically inefficient. We thus shift our focus to consider the historical profitability of betting on power conference teams in games where they face non-power conference teams.
The year-by-year and cumulative results are presented in Table 2 .
[Insert Table 2] In nine of the ten seasons in our sample, power conference teams covered the spread in more games than they failed to cover. The exception is the 2003 season, where the against-thespread (ATS) record was 73-76. Overall, the ATS record of power conference teams in games against non-power conference teams is 674-576, resulting in a 53.92% winning rate, statistically different from 50% at the 1% significance level. However, the relevant question for bettors is whether systematic wagering on power conference teams is profitable after accounting for the bookmaker commissions. For this to occur, wagers must win at a rate greater than 52.38%. The
Return % statistic reported in the table accounts for this commission impact. While the 53.92%
ATS win rate is profitable, it is not statistically different from 52.38%. 6 However, the 3% return for the full sample period is nonetheless important evidence of market inefficiency. It is possible such an inefficiency persists due to bookmaker error, but it is more likely that inefficiency persists because a disproportionate number of ordinary bettors are willing to wager against power conference teams at efficient lines.
Evidence in Table 1 suggests the ranking status of power conference teams is a potentially important factor in our findings. Given this, we again segment our sample based on the ranking status of power conference teams and reconsider the profitability results presented in Table 2 .
[Insert Table 3] In Table 3 we find that when a ranked power conference team faces a non-power conference team, the profitability of betting on power conference teams is greatly diminished. In games with ranked power conference teams, 52.42% of bets on said teams win, insignificantly different than 50% and providing almost zero return. However, 54.61% of unranked power conference teams cover spreads when facing non-power conference teams, statistically different from 50% at the 1% significance level, and resulting in a 4.25% return over the full sample
period. It appears the general inefficiency related to undervaluing power conference teams is driven by the subset of games where power conference teams are not considered elite via poll rankings. This confirms the line irrationality results seen in Table 1 .
In Table 4 we consider whether our findings are related to the level of spread for games with one power conference team. We split the sample into three subsamples based on the spread levels relative to the power conference team (> 0 points, 0 to -19.5 points, or < -20 points).
[Insert It is possible results presented, thus far, are not driven by power conference teams playing mid-major teams, but by these games largely clustering in the early portion of seasons when less information about team strength has been revealed. This lack of information may create difficulties for bookmakers when setting lines. Profitability results are presented in Table   5 after dividing games based on whether games were played in the first four weeks of the season or afterwards.
[Insert Table 5] Contrary to the hypothesis of early-season errors driving our results, we find betting on power conference teams facing mid-major teams is actually more profitable later in seasons. The ATS win rate in the opening four weeks of a season is only 52.63%, resulting in profitability of less than 0.5% for the full sample period. Conversely, the ATS win rate of power conference teams for games played later in the season is 56.49%, significantly different than 50% at the 1% level, and resulting in profitability of 7.85%. This result is statistically different (two-sided) than the profitability level of 52.38% at the 10% level. One potential explanation for this finding is that power conference teams find mid-major teams to be particularly easy competition after recently facing the generally superior abilities of other power conference teams.
Conclusions
We examine the efficiency of the NCAA football betting market as related to the validity of perceived relative strength of power conference and mid-major conference teams. In general,
we find that the relative advantage of power conference teams over mid-major teams is underestimated by participants in these markets. Closing lines in contests pitting two power conference teams or two mid-major conference teams against one another are shown to be rational; however, we reject the hypothesis of rational closing spreads in games where a power conference team plays a mid-major conference team.
More importantly, power conference teams win a statistically significant majority of games (53.92%, as compared to 50%) when facing mid-major teams. Furthermore, power conference teams actually cover spreads at a rate sufficient to generate an average profit of 2.94% per game. A strategy of betting that major conference teams will cover spreads when facing mid-major teams has been profitable over a ten-year period and over the majority of individual seasons in our sample.
The general finding is driven by games when power conference teams are unranked, suggesting that market participants do not appreciate the relative strength of power conference teams without outside recognition of said teams as elite. The results are also considerably more potent later in college football seasons, alleviating any concerns that the measured effect is merely masking increased ambiguity in evaluating teams which may occur earlier in seasons, when less data is available. Conversely power conference teams may find their games against mid-major teams to be relatively easier after experiencing some amount of conference play.
Overall the results suggest that bettors do not sufficiently account for the general advantage of power conference teams relative to mid-major teams when deciding upon wagers. A significant F-test based on restrictions that = 0 and  = 1 is considered to be evidence of irrationality of the point spread, as documented by Gandar et al. (1988) . *, **, and *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively. Significance levels for , compared to 0 and , compared to 1, are also shown. 
